Home Learning Pack Week 7 and 8 ( 22.2.21-5.3.21)
We have tried to make this pack a little bit different, to keep you all
motivated and interested in doing the activities and home learning!
In this pack EVERY DAY we would like you to do 3 activities:
*1 maths activity per day- You choose 1 from the Maths sheet
*1 literacy activity per day- You can choose from the phonics sheet, reading sheet or literacy ideas sheet.
*1 other activity of your choice- chose from the double sided baking sheet, the expressive arts sheet, the
natural environment sheet, the creative sheet, the messy play sheet or the indoor exercise sheet.
(Some activities are quick if you have your own work to do, or need to help other
children with home learning and some are longer for when you have more time.)
This is only a minimum guide, if you want to do all of the activities, please do!

In the pack we have added a ‘Special Magic Teacher Highlighter Pen’. This is for
your child to highlight on the sheet each activity as you complete them. (They can
feel like the boss, crossing the jobs off as they complete them.)

Also, to encourage families to do these activities together we are
going to offer a prize pack per key person group. Each keyworker is
going to count the amount of activities that each child sends in
evidence for on Evidence Me- photos or videos over this 2-week
period. In each group the child with the most completed activities
will win a prize bag. (If you want to start over the half term holidays
on some of the fun activities, please do so!)

If your child is attending nursery at the moment, any activities that they complete during the day in
nursery, will count towards their total score. However, please feel free to do more activities at home as
well.
Don’t forget there are also videos put onto the school website- Under Learning
at Home and Class Pages tab- Nursery home learning videos. If you send a
photo of your child watching each video these will be counted towards your
child’s activities for these 2 weeks.

If you don’t have internet access or can’t upload to evidence me, you can return the completed paper pack
and any paper evidence to the school office and your child’s work will be counted in the competition.

Good luck to you all.
Jenny and the Nursery staff.

